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Abstrract. Every multidimensional Turing machine can be simulated on-line by a tree machine 
in nearly the same amount of time. 
1. Introduction 
When a fast algorithm is implemented on a machine of which the storage structure 
is not appropriate for the data structure of the algorithm its running time may 
increase strongly because the machine has to spend a lot of time to access the data 
items. Therefore many authors have extended Turing’s original machine model by 
considering other, (possibly) more powerful storage structures. 
For example instead of one-dimensional tapes multidimensional or tree tapes 
have been used to allow non-sequential access to the storage cells [S, 91. It is 
obvious that one can exchange the above storage structures without affecting the 
size of the storage. But for many computational tasks the running time of Turing 
machines eems to depend heavily on the structure of their storages. 
By considering every storage structure one can try to find out what the best one 
is for a given task. A more general a.pproach to this problem would be to classify 
storage structures, how fast a machine with storage A can simulate a machine with 
storage B, and to examine whether there exist universal storage structures, ones 
that can simulate every other fast. To describe such a simulation one has to say 
how a machine MA with storage A represents an enscription of storage B in its 
own storage. This representation might be different depending on f4 and B. 
The most known simulations use the simple embedding method: For each tape 
7” of B use one tape TA of A and store the contents of each cell of TB in one of 
the cells of TA. If we regard a storage as a gra.ph, nodes representing storage cells 
and edges adjacencies in the storage, this method embeds the graph B into the 
graph A. For further introduction see [lo], there a simple embedding is called an 
encoding. Embeddings which store the contents of a cell of B several times in 
different locations of A are studied in [2]. But even more complicated methods 
might allow fast simulations. 
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Embeddings of graphs is also important for the design of parallel computers, in 
this case nodes represent processors and edges interconnections between them. 
But here we will not deal with special problems of this kind. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe how a multidimensional storage can be 
implemented into a tree storage by an embedding that allows a fast on-line 
simulation of every multidimensional machine by a tree machine. This means that 
a tree storage has some kind of universality for multidimensional storages. On the 
other hand it is known that tree machines can simulate RAMS with logarithmic 
cost measure without loss of time [7]. 
First we give some definitions and discuss zhe known results. 
2. Definitions 
The Turing machines we consider consist of a two ‘way read-only input tape, an 
one way write-only output tape and a storage. The storage has a finite number of 
work tapes wizh one h.ead for each tape and each cell of a work tape can store one 
symbol of a finite alphabet. As usual such a machine has a finite number of states 
and a computation co,nsists of a sequence of steps where in each step the state and 
the contents of the visited tape cells may be changed. and each head may move to 
an adjacent ape cell. 
For d E N the undirected graph diPd = (Z?, Ed) is called the d-dimensional lattice. 
The se: of vertices is defined by Zd = {x 1 x = (x1 , . . . , xd), Xi E if!} and the set of edges 
by Ed = {{x, y) i x, y E Zd, C Ixi - yil = I). A graph that is isomorphic to the induced 
subgraph of .5? with set of vertices {x E Zd 116 Xi s n for 1 s i s d} is called a 
d-dimensional cube of size n and denoted by Zd(n). 
A work tape is said to be d-dimewional if it regarded as a graph is isomorphic 
to &. Givei& such a tape we fix a bijection between it and Zd and call the tape 
cell which is mapped to the vertex x E Zd node x of the d-dimensional tape. We 
may assume that at the beginning of a computation the head of each tape scans 
node (0,. . . , 0). 
A tree tape is a tape of which the underlying graph is isomorphic to a complete 
infinite binary tree. Label each tape cell of a tree tape by a word over (0, 1) such 
that the cell where the head1 starts has the empty label A (this cell is called the 
root), and the two sons of a cell vvith label x E (0, 1)” get labels x0, resp. x 1. As 
for multidimensional tapes a cell of a tree tape is called a node and we use f,he 
labels to name the nodes. 
If all tapes of a Turing machine storage are d-dimensional tapes [tree tapes] the 
storage is said to be d-dimensional [a tree storage] and the Turing machine is called 
a d-dimensional machine [tree machine ]. 
If G is a graph and X, y are vertices of that graph d&x, y) denotes the 
distance between x and y in G, that is the length of the shortest path between 
x and y. 
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An embedding of a graph G = (V, E j into a graph 6’ = ( V’, E’j is a partial 
function f : V’ + V such that f( V’) = K If f(o’j = v the node v’ of V’ is called a 
copy of v. The embedding is simple if each vertex of v has exactly one copy, that 
means f is injective. We use this notion to model the implementation of one storage 
into another. Therefore one is interested in the following parameters: 
Cf l - max” If-l(u)l, the maximum number of copies of a node, and the distance 
between copies of adjacent nodes X, y of G. It is not obvious how to measure the 
distance from copies of x to copies of y, possible choices are the functions 
Let us call the first the mu-distance and the second the min-distance, and define 
Note that for simple embeddings the two distances are equal. 
An embedding is polynomially bounded if cf is less than 1 VI” for some constant 
k. We will consider only such embeddings for implementati\Jn of different storage 
structures into each other since otherwise the enlargement of the memory zke 
exceeds reasonable bounds. 
For convenience, define for x 2 0 the following functions: 
( log2 x logx= o ifxal else ;
exp” (1) = 2, 
exp*(m) = 2exp*(m-1) for m = 2,3, . . . ; 
log* x = min{m E N 1 exp*(m) 2 x}. 
3. The relation between different storage structures 
An one-dimensional tape can trivially be impkme:lted by a simple embedding 
into a multidimensional or tree tape such that adjacent nodes remain adjacent. 
The reverse obviously is not possible. Using counting arguments in [S, 91 it is shown 
that multidimensional or tree machines cannot be simulated on-line by one- 
dimensional machines without spending extra time. The authors establish exzct 
lower and upper bounds for on-line simulation by one-dimensional machines, these 
are 0(n 2-1/d) for d-d imensional and B(n 2/lag n) for tree machines. Other simulations 
of multidimensional Turing machines with different dimensions can be found in 
[3, 4, 81. [S] also proves lower bounds for mutual on-line simulation of multi- 
dimensional machines by arguments that use Kolmogorov complexity. 
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The problem arises to find general criteria to decide whether a Turing machine 
with a given storage structure can simulate a machine with another structure fast. 
We will examine this question for multidimensional versus tree storages. 
That multidimensional machines cannot simulate tree machines in linear time 
can be proved by the same counting arguments as i,n [5, 91, since the number of 
cells reachable in t steps grows like 2’ for tree tapes, but only like td for d-dimensional 
frapes. This gives an 0(n l+l’d/log n) lower bound. Also an upper bound O(n 1+1’d+e) 
for any e :, @ can be proved easily. The rest of this paper will deal with the problem 
how fast a tree machine can simulate a multidimensional machine. 
For this purpose we will study embeddings of subgraphs of the d-dimensional 
lattice ZZd into an infinite complete binary tree T. De MilloV Eisenstat and Lipton 
have worked on this problem for d = 2. Their main result in [2] can be restated in 
the following form: 
Fact ji, If f is a polynomial bounded embedding of the 2-dimensional cube Z”(n) 
into TS then there exists a pair X, y of adjacent nodes of LZ2(n) such that Lf(x, y) 2 
1Qg n - O(log log n). 
By a slight extension of their prsof one can even show: 
Fact 2, If f is as above, then there exists at leat $rl distinct pairs of adjacent nodes 
of Z2(n) with max-distance n(log nj. 
These results have the following implication for on-line simultations of two- 
dimensional machines by tree; machines thnt are based on an embedding of their 
storages. If for such an embedding f the max-distance Lf is less than L, then a 
transition between two cells X, y in a two-dimensional tape can be simulated by 
the tree machine in at most 1, steps. It starts from any copy of x and moves to the 
nearest copy of ;y. Now by the above results no matter how the embedding is done 
there always exist many pairs of adjacent nodes in the two-dimensional tape that 
in the worst case enforce the tree machine to spend a lot of time to simulate a 
transition between them. 
Therefore it seems that in general no simulation faster than O(~(FZ) log t(n)) of 
t(n) time-bounded multimensional machines by tree machines is possible. This 
would match an upper bound of the same order which can be established easily, 
But is the malx-distance r ally the right measure for the distances between copies 
of nodes? It is appropriate for a kind of simulation we will call uniform on-line 
simulation with delay L, which means each ste,p of the given machine is simulated 
in at most L steps (in the worst case). One may ask whether a nonuniform on-line 
simulation should not be possible with an average delay much smaller than L = 
log t(n). 
In [l] the authors consider simple embeddings of Z2(n) = (Z2(n), E2(n)) into a 
binary tree T and define the average distance Af of an embedding f by: 
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They prove 
Fact 3. There exists an embedding f of Z2(n) into 7’ such that Af s 8. 
But also the average distance is not an appropriate measure since the simulated 
machine may make transitions between odes for which the distance between their 
copies is large much more often than it does on the average for all pairs of adjacent 
nodes. And one does not know in advance how often each transition is used, 
Now let us consider the min-distance. If for an embedding f rf is less than I one 
can simulate each transition from a node x to a node y by a path of length at most 
I between copies of that nodes, but one has to start at a suitable copy of X, Now 
going from y to an adjacent node z the copy of y may not be appropriate to reach 
a copy of z in few steps. Therefore WC define the maximum azlerage path distance 
or simply the path-distance pf of an embedding f of a graph G into a graph G’ to 
be the minimum of all integers I that fulfill: 
for any path x0, x1, . . . , xm in G there exists copies XL, xi, . , . XL in G’ such that 
forO<i<mxjdependsonlyonXo,...,Xiand 
If an embedding of LZd into 7’ with path-distance I is used to implement a 
d-dimensional storage into the storage of a tree machine, then obviously the tree 
machine can simulate the access of data items of any d-dimensional machine 
nonuniform on-line with average delay at most 2. 
In the next section we will describe an embedding f of Zd (n) into 7 with 
parameters: 
maximum number of copies: Cf s 3 d - log*n 
max-distance: Lf =f2(10gtzj 
m&distance: lf = const. 
path-distance: pf = O(log”n). 
Therefore the access oE data items of a d-dimensional machine can be simulated 
by a tree machine with average delay O(log*n). Note that in general the total time 
for a simulation based on such an embedding will be more since in addition the 
simulating machine has to perform the following tasks: 
(1) Compute for a path ~0, . . . , xm and chosen copies XL, xk, . . . , XL where it 
will find a suitable copy of a node xm+l adjacent o xm. 
(2) Update the copies of each node. This means: If the tree machine has simulated 
a write operation in a cell x of the d-dimensional storage lby the appropriate change 
of the contents of one of its copies the contents of the: other copies have to be 
changed also before they are used to read the actual contents of X. 
For the simulation below only updating influences the time bound, but iit can be 
kept small such that we get a total average delay of the order Sd “og*n. 
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4. Ernbeduhg a &o%imensional cube into a binary tree 
In the seqtnel, let 21 be an integer and X, y, z E Zd, x = (X I, . . . ‘i xd), y = l l . nodes 
of the latticir= gd. We also regard Hd as a vector space, u denotes the vector 
lu l ..., u) E Zd. 
Wfrite x G y [X C y] iff for all 1 -- 2 ( ‘sdx’<y’[~‘<y’].Let WbeasubsetofEd. 
Forx~Z~~~edefinex+U’:={~-tylyE W}. 
A subset ‘W is called a d-dimensional cube of ,he u if W =: {y E Ed 1 x s y <x + u) 
for s0me x 6: Zd and u E &I. 
Suppose #that we want to embed a d-dimensional cube of size 2t + 1, t E N, into 
a binary tree. (en each of its tapes a t(n) - t-time bounded d-dimensional machine 
cannot leave the cube of that size with center (0, . . . , O).) For this purpose we first 
recursively cover that cube by overlapping cubes of different smaller sizes uj. 
D&&ion 4.1. Assume t to be bigger than exp*(4) and define 
a := log”(t) - 3, 
uc, := 2” l 3 l exp*(log*(t) - l), 
where u is the smallest natural number such that 
6t S 2” = 3 l exp*(log*(t) - I), 
ZSj := 3*exp*(log*(t)-i) forlGi<a+l. 
Lemma 4,2, The numbm ui satisfy: 
ui+2s ui,1/4 and log Ui sUi+l_Ui+2 forOSica* 
Proof. For 0 < i < a it holds 
i+f = 3 . exp*(log”(t) - (i + 2)) ~ exp”(2) = 1 u 
Ui+z 3 l exp*(log*( t) - (i + 1)) exp”(3) 4’ 
Since ui.++uQ = 3~exp*(3)=48>3~log12,wegetforO~i<u, 
log Ui = lOg(3 ’ exp*(bg*( c) - i)) 
= log 3 + exp*Clog*(t) - (i +I)) 
ZZ log 3 + Ui-+1/3 
s Ui+j/3 + &-i-l/ 3 + Ui+1/3- ui+2 
By definition u 0s Et and u1/3 = exp*(log*(t) - 1) Hog t, hence it holds for i = 0, 
loguo~Iog(l2 t&log 12+u1/3 
=G LPI/3 +- uJ3 + l&/3 - u2 = Ur - @2- 
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We now come to Lc definition of the smaller cubes. A cube of size ui will be 
called an i-cube (0 G i G a). Each such cube is subdivided into different regions 
called center and interior. 
Definition 4.3. For 0 < i s a define 
Ci :={XEZdIOsX<UI}, 
. c” := (x E Zd 1 u&3 =Z x < ui - Ui+r/31, 
CT* := (x E Z* 1 ui/3 s x < 2ajl3}, 
Di := {x EZ* IOCX <3Ui-l/Ui-I}, 
The i-cubes are defined recursively by: 
For i = 0 let x0 := 0 be the zero vector. There is one O-cube W(XO) of size ~0 
with origin S(x0) := -uJ2. It is given by IV(xo) := S(xo) + Co. 
W*(xo) := S(xo) + C,* is called the interior of W(x0) and W*“(xJ := S(x0) + C,** 
the center of W(x0). 
For 0 <i - 1 <a let the (i - 1)-cube W(Q, . . . , xi-j) of size Ui-1 with origin 
Sk0 , . . . , xi-l) be defined by W(X~, . . . , xi-l) =S(xo, . . . , xi-l)+ Ci-1. Then for 
xi ED we define the i-cube W(X,, . . . , xi-13 xi) of size I with origin 
Sk0 9 l . l 9 Xi-19 Xi) := S(X& . l l 9 xi-l)+(ui/3) 9 (xi-l) by W(X(), v . I 9 Xi-l, Xi) := 
S(x0, ’ , . , xi-l, xi)+ Ci (see Fig. 1). Its interior is W*(X~, . . . , xi) := S(X~, . l . , xi) 
+ C* and its center W”“(x.0, . . . , xi) := S(X~, . . . , Xi) + CT*. XO, l . . , xi-1 9 Xi is called 
the address of W(x0, . . , , xi-19 xi) and xi the relative address (relative to 
W(XO9 l 9 l 9 Xi-l>)* 
For 0 <j < i <a let WI = W(xo, . . . , xi-l, xi), W2 = W(X,, . . . , ~i-1~ Zj) and W3 = 
W(xo 9 l l l 9 Xj, Xj+l, l l l 3 xi) be cubes. WI and W2 are neighbows if they overlap 
(WI n W2 f 0). W3 is called a subcube of WI (W3 c WI). 
Remark 4.4. This covering has the following properties: 
(1) Every cube has at most 5* - 1 neighbours. 
(2) Every node contained in an (i -1)-cube W is a member of at most 3* 
i-subcubes of W. 
(3) W**(xo), the center of u/(x,), contains all nodes that can be reached in t 
steps starting at x0. 
(4) For every (i - 1).cube W(xo, . . . . xi-l) the set of centers of its i-subcubes is 
a partition of its interior, that is 
W*(X& . . . 9 Xi-l) = l_j W**(X& l l a 9 Xi)* 
XiEDi 
(5) The distance between any pair of nodes of an i-cube one node in the 
center of W and the other outside the interior of W, is at least (u; - Ui+1)/3, that 
means :?roportional to the size of W. 





Fig. 1. An (i - l)-cube W(XC., . . . , xi-l) with some i-subcubes (ui/3 = log u~_~). 
Let T be a rooted infinite complete binary tree and the nodes of T be labelled 
as defined in Section 2. For b E@, 1}* Tb denotes the complete subtree of T with 
root b. 
For 0 c i s a and vectors x of D,( take the binary representations of their coordin- 
ates to define an injective mapping bi from Di into O/l-strings of fixed length 
d l [lOg(3ui-l/ui)l. Define b(Xa, ~1~ . . , , xi) := bl(xl) l l l bi(ni). Fix also some 
encoding e from Ca into O/l-strings of length d l [log u,l = 4d. 
Now the embed’ding f of the d-dimensional cube W(x,> into T is defined as 
follows: 
For any 0 < i :S a embed the cube W(xo, . . . , xi) into T~~xo,...,xi~. The nodes of 
T b(xo,....x,) of depth 4d serve as copies for nodes of the a-cube W(x0,. . . , x,) 
according to the encoding e. 
More formally f is given by 
f(uj=a,iff uET,x W(x, ,..., x,)forsomexO ,..., xa, 
v = S(x0,. . . , x,)+yforsomeyEC,, 
u = b(xo, . . . , x,)e(y). 
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The following remarks indicate how d-dimensional proximity is preserved by 
thins embedding. 
Lemma 4.5. (1) The ,min-distance 1’ equals 8d. 
(2) Given a pair x, y of nodes of W**(XO) with distance dwc&, y) = S there exists 
a cube W(xo, . . . , xi) containing these nodes such that there are copies x*, y” in 
T bj(xO,,..,xi) with dT(x*, y *) s c l 6 for some constani c dependtng only on d. 
(3) For any i-cube W(x,, . . . , xi) and (i + I)-subcube W(X~, . . .‘, xi, xi+l) the dh- 
tance between their subtrees-that is the distance between the roots of Tb(XO,...,X,I and 
T h(XO*...vXiSi+l) -is bounded by $I * ui+l. Hence the distance between subtrees of (i-k 
1) -subcubes of W (x0, . . . , xi) is at most proportional to the size of (i + 1 )-cubes, by 
(4,4(S)) at most proportional to the length of a path from a node in the center of an 
(i + I)-cube to a node outside its interior. 
(4) The path distance pf for pathes inside W**(Q) is bounded by 8d log” t. 
Proof. (1) For any pair x, y of adjacent nodes of W(x,) there exists an a-cube 
W(xo, . . . , x,) containing both. The distance between their copies in T&X,,,....xa, is 
at most 8d. 
(2) If ui/3 3 6 > ui+r/3 there exists an i-cube W(x0, . . - . xi) that contains x and 
y. The distance between copies of x and y in T~~xo,,..,xi~ is bounded by 
8d + i d l [lOg(3uj_l/uj)l = Q(d l Eog ui)a 
j=i+l 
On the other hand S > ui+1/3 = log(uJ3). 
(3) dT(b(xo, l l l 9 xi), b(xo, * n l 3 Xi, Xi+l)) s d [lOg(3Ui/Ui+1)] 
s d log(uJ3) 
(4) We prove by induction: if a path 2 = zo, zl, . . . , r, is contained in the interior 
of an i-cube W(x0, . . . . xi), then there exists copies z& . . . , r: in TbIXO ,..., X,), zT 
d!epending only on zo, . . . , zi for 0 G i G r, such that 
dT(b(xo, . . . , xi), z,*> + i dT(zi*_l, ZT) + dT(Z?, b(xo, * * 0 9 Xi)) 
j=l 
6 (a -i -t 2)8dr. 
Because of (4.5(l)) the claim is true for i = a. To conclude from i + 1 to i suppose 
a. path 2 = zo, . . . , zp is contained in W*(xo, .“.9 xi). Decompose 2 into subpathes 
z1 , . . . , 2’ of length rl, . . . , F~, Zk = z~,+...+~~_~, z ,+...+~~_~ + 1, . . . , z~,+...+~~ such that 
for j=l,..., 1 2’ starts in the center of an (i + 1)-subcube of V/(x0, . . . , -Xi), is 
completely contained in the interior of that subcube and maximal with this property. 
By (4.4(5)) rj 2 (Iii+1 - ui+2)/3 for 1 s j < 1. This implies 14 [3r/(ui+l- ui+z)l l 
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Therefore 
dT(b!XO, . . l , xi), z,*)+ i d&L, z~~+dTk~, bbo, - . 0, xi) 
j=l 
s da(b(xo9 l l .9 Xi)9 b(xo9 l * l 9 Xi9 Yl)) 
+ i &(bbo 9 l l l 9 Xi9 .ik- :)9 b(Xo9 . l l 9 Xi9 yk)) 
k--2 
s21*$dUi+l+ i (a-(i+1)+2)8drk 
k=l 
using induction hypothesis and (4.5 (3)) 
Ui+t <4dr-- 
Ui+l - gi-,2 
+(a-(i+1)+2)8dr sincezri=r 
s (a - i + 2)8dr because of (4.2). 
5. The simulatiion 
Let M be a &dimensional k-tape t(a)-time bounded Turing machine, w an input 
of length n for M and M a (k c l)-tape tree machine. To simulate the computation 
of M on w by M’ we will implement each d-dimensional tape of M into one of 
the tree tapes of M’ by the embedding described above with t = f(n). If t is not 
known in advance M’ tries the simulation for t = P,2,4,8, . . . . 
To distinguish cubes and subtrees of different tapes of M, resp. M’ we use 
superscripts. W'(xb, . . . 9 xi) denotes the d-dimensional cube W(x0, . . . 9 xi) of the 
MI tape of M9 similar Tb~,;,__,b;I for A@. W1**(xA) u l l l u Wk**(&, the centers 
of the O-cubes, contains all storag,e cells M can reach in at most t steps. We say 
that at a certain moment the Ith head of M is in a cube W’(x& . . . 9 xf) if at that 
time it scans a node of W’(x&. . . 9 xf). 
To measure how correctly M’ represents a configuration of the G!-dimensional 
storage in its tree storage we make the following i 
D&MQE 5.L Given B configuration of the tree storage an a-cube W’(& l l . 9 x!) 
is timelyforstepp (1 up G t) if each copy x* in Tbi,;,...,x;~ of cells x in W'(XO, l l . 9 x,) 
stores the same symbol as x does just before the @h step of M 
An i-cube W’(x’ o, . . . 9 x f) is timely for step p if all its a-subcubes are timely for 
step p. 
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Remark 5.2. 
(1) For i < a it is equivalent: 
(i) an i-cube is timely for step p, 
(ii) all its (i + l)-subcubes are timely fdr step p. 
(2) For the empty tree storage all cubes W’(xk), 1 G I s k, are timely for step 1. 
We now describe a recursive procedure TSM to simulate steps 1 , . . . . , t of M 
on the given input w. Input parameters of TSM are 
p, the next step to be simulated, 
conf(p), the state and head positions of M just before step p, and 
B(p)=b(x&. . .,x;), . . . , b(x:, . . .,x;), which is defined by: 
W’(x& . . . , xf) is that i-cube in which center the Zth head of M is 
in just before step p, 
We call i the depth (or recursion) of TSM. 
Output parameters are 
9, the last step of M that has been simulated by TSM, 
con(q + 1), the state and head positions after the qth step 
and the input parameter B(p). 
Before calling TSM[p, conf(p), B(p)] M’ will satisfy the following conditions: 
(5.3) For N&k W/(x;, . . . , x f ) is timely for step p and the !th head of M’ 
scans the node b’(xA,. . . . xf). 
The configuration of the input and output tape of M’ equals that one of M just 
before step p. 
M’ starts the simulation with TSM[ 1, conf( l), B(l)]. By (5.2(2)) and definition 
of b (5.3) is trivially satisfied at the beginning of the simulation. 
Procedure TSM[p, conf(p), B(p) = b(x& . . . , xi), . . . , b(x& . . . , xf>] 
- if i = u then simulate steps p, p + 1, . . . of M until one of the heads of M leaves 
the interior of the cube W’(xb, . . . , XL) where it started. The simulation is 
performed with the help of the copies in Tbt,;,...,X$ of the nodes of W’(xf;, . D . , XL>. 
Since the Zth head starts on node b (x;, . . . 9 xi) to simulate one step of M, M’ 
needs at most 8d steps (4,5(l)). When the simulation has been stopped move 
head I back to node b(xb, . . . , xk). 
- ifi<athensetc:=p; 
A: for l<b<k choose x f+l ED,,~ such that the Zth head of M just before step c 
isin W’**(x& . , . , xi:,xf+1)andmovethefthheadofM’tonodeb(xb,...,xf+li* 
Run TSM[c, conf(c), B(c)] to get the output [q, conf(q + l), B(c)], 
set c := q+s, 
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for 1s i d ii in parallel make W’(x& . . . , xi) timely for step c. If c G t and just 
before step c for each I the Ith head of 1M is in W"*(xb, . ,, . , xi) then go back 
to A. 
Move head ! back to node b(& . . . , xi). 
nd TSM. 
We now have to estimate the time to simulate 1M by TSM. The pathes the heads 
of IM’ cover in TSM are the same as the one defined in the proof of (4.5(4)). If for 
a TS%l procedure of depth i < a that simulates r steps of 1M rl, . . . , rl denote the 
number of steps that are simulated by the jth call of a TSM procedure of depth i + I 
then because of (4.4(5 i) for any i ri 2 ( ui+ 1 - Ui+2)/3, hence that procedure calls at 
[3r/(ui+l- tli+z)l TSM procedure of depth i + 1. 
To keep the overhead small a TSM procedure of depth i does not pass the 
complete addresses of (i + l)-subcubes given by B(c) to procedures of depth i -t 1. 
Instead only the encoding of their relative addresses bi+ &+I ), . . a , bi+l $x f+l ) is 
transmitteed. Similarly the position of the lth head of 1M contained in conf(c) is 
delivered to a subprocedure only relative to the origin of W’(xh, . . . , x:+~ ). Then 
because of the choice of the ui’$; the overhead for the call of a TSM procedure of 
depth i + 1 can be bounded by O(d l log tii). We leave out to describe the technical 
details for this. 
Let T(i:, r) denote the maximum time for simulation of r steps by a TSM procedure 
of depth ii and A(i + 1, rj) the maximum time for making an i-cube timely (in parallel 
for each tape of M) after having simulated rj steps in one of its (i + l)-subcubes. 
Then we get the foil Dwing inequalities: 
T(a, r) s 8dr + O(log u,) = O(d l r), 
T(i, r) 6 I l O(d l log Ui) 
+~~x~[Z’(i+l,rj)+A(i+l,rj)] for i<a. 
r, = ? 
It remains to explain how updating is performed, that is how the i-cubes 
W’(X’ o, . ._ . , xf> are made timely after rj steps have been simulated in one of their 
(i + ‘i)-cubes VVf(xl o, . . . , xi, xf+l) by a TSM procedure of depth i + 1. Since each 
W’(2 -eo, . . . , xf) has been timely before it suffices to update the copies in Tbt,h,...,x:, 
of those cells of W’ (x ’ o, . . . , xi) that have been visited by 1M in the l&St rj steps. All 
these cells belong to the at most 5d - 1 neighbours of W’(xb, . . . , xf, xf+l). 
During the simulation M’ stores the head movements of M and the symbols 
printed by the machine on tape k + 1. Then updating of the neighbours of 
W’(X’ o, . . . , Xi, xitl ) is similar to procedure TSM. It is applied recursively to the 
subcubes of these cubes. The heads of M’ move in the trees T&,;,...,x;,yf+lJ that 
correspond to neighbours of W” (X ’ o, . . . , x I, x i+1 ) as they would do if they simulated 
the last rj steps of M there. Each time AJ has changed the contents of a nodes v 
the appropriate head of i#J’ performs the same operation with its copy in 
Cl,: . . . . . Jl f*Yf+ , ,. Therefore one can bound A(i -I- 1, rj) by (sd - l)T(i + 1, r;.). 
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This yields: 
T(i, r) s O(d l r) + 5d px C T(i + 1, q). 
‘, = r 
Now one can prove inductively 
T(i, r) ~~(5~‘“-“-0.5jr 
for an appropriate constant c that depends only on d. 
Hence we get 
T(0, t&c l (5dsa -OS)?= ~0(5~“~~*‘t) 
which proves 
Theorem 1. Every t(n)-time bounded d-dimensional k-ta,pe Turing machine can be 
simulated on line by an O(5 ol”og*t’n’t(n))-time bounded (k + I)-tape tree machine. 
Because every t(n)-time bounded tree machine can be simulated by an 
O(t(n)/lag t(n))-space bounded Turing machine [7], we obtain a 
Corollary. Every t(n)-time bounded d-dimensional Turing machine can be simulated 
by an O(t(n)5 d ’ log*t(n)/log t(n ))-space bounded Turing machine. 
Theorem 1 can be extended to multihead multidimensional Turing machines. 
These machines can be simulated fast by single-head tree machines with just one 
more head. The additional head is the one on an extra tape to store head movements. 
and symbols printed. 
Tlneorem 2. Every t(n)-time bounded k-head d-dimensional Turing *machine can 
be simulated on-line by an O((k l 5 ) d log* *“‘)t(n)>-time bounded (k + I)-tape single- 
head tree machine. 
Proof. We use the same notation as before and describe only how the simulation 
of the d-dimensional machine M by AZ’ has to be modified if all k heads of A4 
work on the same tape. For the Ith head of MM uses tree-tape ; to simulate read 
and write operations of that head, therefore each cell of the d-dimensional tape 
of A4 has a lot of copies in each tape of M’. Thus in addition copies of a node x 
in tree-tape 2 have to be updated if a head m # I of M has changed the contents 
of x. 
For this purpose extend the TSM procedure by the foliowing: If in a procedure 
of depth i = a head I is in W(x& . . . , XL) simuIate each write-operation of M in 
that cube by an appropriate change of copies in T&,J,...,,;, of al1 that nodes that 
are visited by head I or other heads in that step. En this manner one step of M can 
be simulated in at most 8d l k steps. 
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To make an i-cube (i < a) IV&, . . . , xf) timely after SimulatiGit of rj steps of 
head f in an (i-t l)-subcube W(XO; . . . , xi, xi+l) one h;as to update na:t only the 
neigbbours of this (i + I)-cube, but also all those (i + l)-subcubes of iV(xo, . . . , xi) 
that contain nodes visited by other heads than 1. These all are a? most k5d - 1 
(i + I)-cubes, thus one can make W(xO, . . . , xi) timely in at most (k . 5d - l)T(i + 
I, ri) steps. 
Hence, for simulation of t steps we get the total time bound #O((k 9 Sd)log*’ 6 t), 
6. Remarks 
Stew results concerning the relation between different storage structures have 
been obtained by Loui in 161. There the covering of the d-dimensional lattice by 
cubes we have defined in Section 4 is used with other parameters for block sizes 
to show that a t(n) time bounded d-dimensional machine can be simulated on-line 
by an ~(t(n)l-we-lld+e )-time bounded e-dimensional machine, e < 12, for any E > 0. 
The author also proves that for any simple embedding of a Z-dimensional cube 
of rize n into a binary tree one can always find a path of length 01(n) in the cube 
sucn that the corresponding path in the tree has length &?(nJlog n).. 
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